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Summary
Many models used in real life often have complex likelihood and many
cases have intractable likelihood. Statistically inference on those models
has been studied by many authors in recent time. One set of such method
falls under the category of approximate Bayesian computation (ABC). This
thesis mainly proposes some methods where ABC procedure is used in
Bayesian inference. Each chapter can be read independently as a paper.
In the rst chapter of introduction, we briey give some literature re-
view, point out the problem and the motivation for our study.
In the next chapter, we consider a Bayesian nonparametric method for
ABC regression post-processing, where we implement a general form of
regression adjustment using a Bayesian nonparametric regression model
based on the matrix-variate Dirichlet process.
Chapter 3, we consider Markov chain Monte Carlo (MCMC) techniques
where the likelihood ratio in the acceptance probability is replaced by the
odds in the Bayes classication, which could perform well when facing with
the high-dimensional summary statistics.
In Chapter 4, realising that the conventional EL methods usually rely on
vii
Summary
the availability of a suitable analytically tractable estimating equation, and
this is sometimes not available, we propose an EL method for ABC where
the only inputs required are a choice of summary statistic, its observed
value, and the ability to simulate summary statistics for any parameter
value under the model.
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Bayesian methods are extremely popular among the statisticians for
their exibility in modelling complex natural phenomena. In this paradigm
one typically rst species a belief in the parameter of interest without
any involvement of the data in form of a prior distribution. This belief is
updated using the observed data. The resulting belief about the parameter
of interest is expressed as the posterior distribution, based on which the
inference about the data generating process are made.
The likelihood, interpreted as the probability of the observations condi-
tional on the parameter values forms an integral part of the formulation. It
is through this likelihood, the information contained in the observation are
incorporated in the Bayesian analysis. Once the prior and the likelihood
has been specied, using the Bayes' rule one computes the posterior, which
is the conditional distribution of the parameter given the observed data.
Most often, the posterior is computed upto a parameter-independent
constant of proportionality. This is sucient for sampling observations from
1
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the posterior using numerical techniques like importance sampling, Gibb's
sampling, Markov chain Monte Carlo, etc.
In any Bayesian procedure, the likelihood has to be specied by the user.
However, for many models used in practice, the corresponding likelihood
may be too complex to be analytically expressed. Even if the likelihood
could some how be specied, it could be extremely dicult to compute. In
such situations, it maybe impossible to apply Bayesian procedures to make
inference.
In many cases though (examples) the physical model can be viewed as
a \black box". That is, even though we can not express the likelihood in a
closed form, given a value of the parameter, we can generate independent
dataset from the model. For such models, approximate Bayesian computa-
tion (ABC) could be used to directly simulate from the posterior without
specifying a likelihood.
ABC is a completely simulation based procedure. Its likelihood free na-
ture makes it extremely exible. It has been applied successfully in many
situation including population genetics (Tavare et al., 1997; Beaumont
et al., 2002), biological study (Sisson et al., 2007a; Beaumont et al., 2010;
Marjoram et al., 2003). In the ABC procedures, a parameter value is sam-
pled from the prior, then the data given this parameter value is generated
from the \black box". By matching this generated data with the observed
data, the posterior distribution of the parameter given the observed data
can be realized. We provide more details below.
2
1.1. Approximate Bayesian Computation
1.1 Approximate Bayesian Computation
Suppose yobs is the observed data. The distribution of yobs depends on
the parameter . Let p() be the prior, dened on  2   Rd. The prior
p() represents the user's belief on  before observing the data. The belief
about the parameter after observing the data is represented by the posterior
distribution. By Bayes's theorem, this posterior is given by
p(jyobs) = p(yobsj)p()R
p(yobsj)p()d :
The integral in the denominator does not depend on . Furthermore,
it is usually dicult to compute, so that in most cases the posterior is
expressed as product of p()p(yj). Traditionally, the posterior depends
on the likelihood which in many cases does not have an explicit form or
is intractable. Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) based methods
can circumvent a parametric specication of the likelihood and still recover
the posterior density. The original idea of ABC goes back to Rubin et al.
3
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(1984). The basic ABC algorithm can be described as follows:
for i =1 to M do
simulate i  p();
simulate y  p(yji);






Algorithm 1: The basic algorithm of ABC
Where it is supposed that given a sampled i from the prior p(), a
dataset y  p(yji) is then simulated, and one could compare y to yobs
to decide whether i comes from the posterior or not. It means, if the
generated y is exactly the same as yobs then i is accepted.
When M is large enough, Algorithm 1 provides a set of values of i
where the dataset y generated according to p(yji) exactly matched yobs.
Clearly these parameter values are distributed according to the posterior
distribution of  given yobs. Whatever inference of Bayesian needs to draw
could be drawn based on these parameter values.
Algorithm 1 could work if the random variable we are dealing with are
discrete taking only a few values and the number of observations is small.
If y is continuous, clearly the probability of matching y and yobs is zero. In
that case, the basic ABC algorithm fails.
4
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Tavare et al. (1997) extended the Algorithm 1 with a more exible
matching criterion. They proposed to accept a i if the corresponding gen-
erated y is \similar" to yobs. To measure the similarity they dened a set of
tolerance of  and a distance function d. The datasets y and yobs are taken
to be similar if d(y; yobs) < .
This approach works even if y is continuous. However, the resulting
\posterior" is dependent on the value of . When compared with a stan-
dard conjugate family, it is seen that a large value of  usually leads to
posteriors which varies widely from the true ones. If we dene the propor-
tion of accepted i in the set M simulated value to be the acceptance rate,
then a smaller values of  leads to closer approximation of the true posterior
but in such cases the acceptance rate would get smaller as well. Further-
more, in order to maintain respectable acceptance rate, the tolerance  has
to increase with the sample size which again may aect the quality of the
approximate posterior.
For large dataset, instead of comparing the data itself, one may com-
pare certain well chosen summary statistics S(y) of the data. Let's denote
5
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S(yobs) = Sobs. The algorithm can be described as follows:
for i =1 to M do
simulate i  p();
simulate y  p(yji); obtain S(y);






Algorithm 2: The extended algorithm of ABC
In Algorithm 2, we accept a potential 0 if the distance of corresponding
summary statistics with the observed one are less than . Clearly, this 
has to be pre-specied and Algorithm 2 inherits many of the same problem
of accuracy we described above. Additionally, the choice of the summary
statistics S needs to be judicious. Ideally, one should use sucient statistics
as summaries but suciency of a statistic depends on the underlying model
which we have no way to validate in this situation.
Currently, there are three main ABC based approaches. First is the re-
jection and regression adjustment (Beaumont et al., 2002), which proposed
that when the observed data is given one uses local linear regression model
to obtain a conditional density estimate. The idea later on was developed
by Blum (2010) and Blum and Francois (2010) with a more exible regres-
sion model, which we will discuss more detail in Section 1.2. The second
approach is called MCMC ABC which was rst proposed by Marjoram
6
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et al. (2003). The proposed idea for this approach is replacing the accept-
reject step in MCMC scheme by the accept-reject step in ABC, so that
the method could avoid estimating the likelihood. Another ABC based ap-
proach is so-called sequential Monte Carlo ABC which was rst proposed
by (Sisson et al., 2007b), where the iterative renement is applied. In this
thesis, we follow the rst two ABC based approaches applied in some real
examples, the literature on which will be reviewed in more detail in the
next two sections.
1.2 Regression adjustment ABC
A huge eort in ABC literature has been devoted to increasing the
acceptance rate for small value of the tolerance . The basic method is to
post-process the rejected proposed parameter values, and somehow obtain
an acceptable parameter value from the rejected one. It has been shown
that post-processing regression adjustment can greatly improve the ABC
approximation.
A local linear regression based adjustment was rst proposed by Beau-
mont et al. (2002). Here, instead of accepting or rejecting a potential pa-
rameter value, solely based on the distance between S(y) and Sobs, the
generated parameter value is adjusted using local linear regression of all
simulated parameter values on the corresponding summary statistics. This
weakens the aect of the discrepancy between S(y) and Sobs in the selection
procedure.
In particular, suppose we have generated i; i = 1; :::;M from the prior
7
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distribution and let Si; i = 1; :::M be the corresponding summary statistics
of the generated data. For the regression adjustment, we t a non-linear
regression model with i as the response and Si as the covariates
i = (Si) + (Si) i; i = 1; :::;M (1.1)
where (Si) is the conditional expectation E[jS = Si], 2(Si) is the con-
ditional variance Var[jS = Si], and i are uncorrelated errors with mean
zero and unit variance. The estimated of ^ and ^ can be obtained in several
ways. Blum and Francois (2010) estimate them using neural network. Once
^ and ^ are determined, the regression adjusted parameter ai is given by
ai = ^(Sobs) + ^(Sobs)
i   ^(Si)
^(Si)
; i = 1; :::;M: (1.2)
It can be shown (Beaumont et al., 2002) that ai is an approximate sample
from p(jSobs).
A more general approach to regression adjustment was proposed by
Blum and Tran (2010). Suppose a exible regression model
 = G(S; ) := GS();
where  is a radom variable with a distribution not depending on S, has






i = 1; :::;M:
The functionGS could be very complicated in practice. A possible choice
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(Blum and Tran, 2010) could be GS = F
 1
S the inverse of the cumulative
distribution function of p(jS). In that case,  = FS() is a uniform random
variable on [0; 1]. With this choice of GS, it is followed that each 
a
i is i.i.d.
with density p(jSobs). The function G can be obtained by approximation in
practice. As such, the adjusted values fai gMi=1 form an approximate sample
of p(jSobs).
In Chapter 2, we propose an algorithm which generalizes the idea de-
scribed above. Here we consider a exible Bayesian nonparametric regres-
sion model for ; S which is based on matrix-variate Dirichlet process pro-
posed by Zhang et al. (2010).
1.3 Markov chain Monte Carlo ABC
As mentioned above, in order to obtain a good approximation of the pos-
terior, a small value of tolerance  is preferred. However, a small tolerance
could reduce the acceptance rate of the algorithm. One way to make sam-
pling from the posterior more ecient might be to choose future parameter
proposal based on the accepted. If the summary statistics are well behaved
functions of , a parameter value close to the truth would generate a sum-
mary value close to Sobs. The proposed parameter would be accepted and
it could increase the acceptance rate. However, we need to ensure that the
resulting posterior is still well approximated. A good way to ensure that is
to use MCMC based method. Traditional MCMC method like Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm (Metropolis et al., 1953; Hastings, 1970), Gibbs sampler
(Geman and Geman, 1984) require a likelihood which may not be avail-
9
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able. Marjoram et al. (2003) considered a slightly general formulation of
the basic ABC and proposed the following MCMC algorithm.
for i =1 to M do
at i, simulate 
0  q( ! 0);
simulate y  p(yj0);
if d(S(y); Sobs) <  then







generate u  U(0; 1);
if u <  then
set i = 
0;
else




Algorithm 3: The MCMC ABC algorithm
Algorithm 3 is based on a Markov chain whose the stationary distribu-
tion given by
p(; SijSobs) / p()p(Sij)K(Sobs; Si);
where K is the kernel function K(Sobs; Si) = 1fd(Sobs;Si);g.
The approximate posterior distribution is obtained by marginalizing
10
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The samples from p(jSobs) are easily obtained from Algorithm 3. One only
needs to discard the generated values. Note that Algorithm 3 implies that




With dierent approximation of p(Sobsj), several variation of MCMC
algorithm are possible. One such approximation is given by so call synthetic
likelihood (Wood, 2010) where p(Sobsj) is approximated by a multivariate
normal distribution. We consider approximating the likelihood using an
empirical likelihood in Chapter 4.
Notice that the proposed MCMC procedure only requires us to deter-
mine
 / O(Sobs) = p(Sobsj0)=p(Sobsj):
Often it is easier using the method of classication to estimate the O(Sobs)
directly rather than specifying approximate the likelihood. In Chapter 3, we
consider such an approach with two classes of current  and the proposed




Classication is a statistical method for separating data and classifying
new data points into various known or unknown data clusters. For simplic-
ity, assume that there are two classes denoted by C1 and C2. Suppose we
have a collection of points from the population, which belong to either class
C1 or class C2. We shall based on these collection of points build a classi-
er and classify a new observation. We refer to this collection as training
set. When building the classier, from the training data, a set of features
which can help to distinguish two classes are considered. Let S be the fea-
ture vector, S
(1)
1 ; :::; S
(1)
m are observed features for class C1, and S
(2)
1 ; :::; S
(2)
m
are observed features for class C2. Based on these observed features, our
classier will make decision on a new point.
The basic classication method is the linear discriminant analysis where
the decision function is a straight line. It is optimal when the feature vec-
tors in both C1 and C2 are normally distributed with dierent mean but
identical covariance. When the covariances are dierent but the features
are still normally distributed, the optimal classier is a quadratic curve.
Suppose that the class C = k has probability density function pk(S).




If this ratio is greater than 1, then y is classied into class C1, otherwise it
is put into class C2. In case when the above ratio is 1, y is unclassiable.
If p1(S(y)) and p2(S(y)) are both Normal, the probability ratio can be
12
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explicitly computed and the classier is a quadratic curve (see Johnson
et al. (2002) for further detail).
In Bayesian inference, we assume a prior probabilities p(C = k) for class
Ck. In that case, pk(SjC = k) is the conditional probability of feature S
given the class level k. Using Bayes rule, the conditional distribution of the
class given the feature vector can be written as
p(C = kjS) / p(C = k)pk(SjC = k):
The posterior probability ratio is given by
p(C = 1jS)
p(C = 2jS) =
p(C = 1)p1(SjC = 1)
p(C = 2)p2(SjC = 2) : (1.3)
In Bayesian classication the ratio in (1.3) in many cases, it is not
required to compute the posterior ratio explicitly. It can be estimated from
the training data using various method.
In Chapter 3, we propose an ABC algorithm based on the posterior ratio
in (1.3). There, we estimate [p(C = 1)p1(SjC = 1)]=[p(C = 2)p2(SjC = 2)]
using random forest (Breiman, 2001).
1.3.2 Empirical Likelihood
Empirical likelihood in its current form was introduced by Owen (1988),
even though in some form it was described before in Hartley and Rao
(1968), Thomas and Grunkemeier (1975). Owen (1988) rst considered it
13
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for parametric hypothesis of testing problems and established the asymp-
totic properties of the relevant test statistics. Since then, empirical likeli-
hood based methods have become very attractive to many statisticians.
Suppose Y is a random variable with distribution function F 0. Let
yobs = (y1; : : : ; yn) are n observations of Y . It is well known that F
0 can
be estimated by the so called empirical cumulative distribution function







Any empirical likelihood based procedure is based on estimating the
distribution F 0 under constraints. These constraints may be based on pa-
rameters, based on information known in the population or may be entirely
based on observed or simulated data.
In order to dene the empirical likelihood, for any distribution F , let
us denote F (yi ) = P (Y < yi), and
!i = F (yi)  F (yi ) = P (Y = yi);
Clearly if F is continuous, each component of ! = (!1; !2; : : : ; !n) is zero.
If F is discrete however,
! 2 n 1 =
(






where n 1 is the n  1 dimensional simplex.
14
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Even though L(F ) is not a likelihood in usual sense and for any con-
tinuous F its value is zero, in some sense it can still be interpreted as the
probability of getting yobs from F .
It is well known that under no other constraints the nonparametric
likelihood is maximised by the ECDF Fn, ie. each wi is maximised at n
 1.
Suppose now we assume that F 0 depends on parameter  2   Rd.
The n observations yobs = (y1; :::; yn) were drawn from the model with
unknown true parameter 0. F
0
 is unknown, however functions g(y; ) =
(g1(y; ); :::; gr(y; ))
T are known such that,
EF 00
fg(Y; 0)g = 0: (1.5)
Using empirical likelihood one can incorporate the information about
the parameter to estimate the distribution function of yobs for any given .

































Notice that, solving (1.6) is equivalent to maximizing
Pn
i=1 log!i which
is a concave problem with linear equality constraints on w. Since the set of
w in the constraints is convex, so the solution of (1.6) (if there is) is unique.
Problem in (1.6) is easily solved using Lagrange Multipliers (Rockafellar,





1 + Tg(yi; )
;






1 + Tg(yi; )
= 0:
Moreover, it follows that (Qin and Lawless, 1994) the solution ^ is a con-
tinuous dierentiable function of .
16
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If the problem in (1.6), is infeasible then !^ is dened to be zero, and
L() = 0.






Owen (1988), Owen (1990) showed that under the true value 0, the em-
pirical likelihood ratio statistics  2 logR(0) converges in distribution to
2d as n!1. This result can be used in testing the null hypothesis about
0 using empirical log likelihood ratio.
Another use of L() is in estimating 0, which can be done by max-
imising L() over . Qin and Lawless (1994) show that the estimator is
asymptotically unbiased and normally distributed. Estimation by maximis-
ing empirical likelihood has been investigated by several authors for several
models. It is seen that its performance is comparable to the true paramet-
ric likelihood based methods, provided such a model could be specied and
the resulting estimate can be obtained easily. In many cases the empirical
likelihood based methods perform better than the mis-specied parametric
models.
In Bayesian paradigm, once the empirical likelihood L() is determined,
17
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In computation, when !^i is feasible to compute, we dene p(jy) = 0.
Recently, when ABC greatly receives interest from statisticians, Mengersen
et al. (2013) proposed an empirical likelihood based ABC approach, where
the intractable likelihood is replaced for the purpose of Bayesian inference
by an appropriate empirical likelihood. The idea is in the ABC algorithm,
at each step, for proposed 0, instead of measuring the similarity by distance
function d(S(y); Sobs), the likelihood ratio R(0) =
Qn
i=1 n!i is computed
over W, and then be set as the weight for 
0. The output of this algorithm
is a set of f(i;R(i)gMi=1, which can be used as in the importance sampling





The parameter estimates can be obtained through the mean E[] =
PM
i=1 ii








. This proposed empirical
likelihood based ABC approach is not easy to apply, since it requires a set
of constraint on the parameter, which may not be always available.
In this thesis, Chapter 4 provides an easy way to use empirical likelihood
in ABC where the only required inputs are the choice of summary statistics,
its observed value and the ability to simulate summary statistics for any
parameter value under the model.
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A Bayesian nonparametric method
for ABC regression postprocessing
Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) is an important method for
performing approximate Bayesian inference in models where the likelihood
is intractable. It is well known that regression post-processing adjustments
can be very useful for improving the quality of ABC approximations in
practice. Most regression adjustments are based on location and scale trans-
formations, which can be inadequate in some problems. Here we implement
a more general form of regression adjustment, using a Bayesian nonpara-
metric regression model based on the matrix-variate Dirichlet process.
2.1 Introduction
Approximate Bayesian computation or ABC is one approach to im-
plementing approximate Bayesian inference without requiring calculation
of the likelihood. Most simply, a rejection ABC approach generates joint
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samples of parameters and data summaries under the prior, and then for
these joint samples retains the parameter values which led to simulated
summaries close enough to the corresponding observed data summary in
terms of some distance measure. The result of this procedure, as well as
more sophisticated ABC approximations, is a particle approximation to the
posterior distribution.
It is well known to ABC practitioners that regression post-processing
adjustments can greatly improve the quality of ABC approximations. The
idea of regression adjustment was rst introduced into the ABC literature
by Beaumont et al. (2002), and the basic idea has been further developed
in various ways by other authors (for example, Blum (2010); Blum and
Francois (2010)). Most of the existing regression adjustment approaches
perform mean and scale adjustments on the sampled ABC parameter values
to account for the discrepancy of simulated summary statistics from the ob-
served summary. However, there may exist situations where such mean and
scale adjustments are inadequate without appropriate localization, such as
when skewness and higher-order properties of the posterior distribution
change with the value of observed summary statistics. A quite general
from of regression adjustment which potentially goes beyond mean and
scale transformations was introduced by Blum and Tran (2010). However,
in their article they use the general approach they develop as a framework
to explain the existing mean and scale based regression adjustments and
do not implement their suggested approach in its most exible form. The
purpose of the current article is to implement the adjustment of Blum and
Tran (2010) using a Bayesian nonparametric regression approach based on
the matrix-variate Dirichlet process (Zhang et al., 2010). For this Bayesian
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nonparametric exible regression model fast computation methods have
recently been developed in Ong et al. (2016). This is important for the
application to ABC, where the number of parameter samples involved can
be large in many applications (i.e. the regression tting may involve a very
large dataset). Ong et al. (2016) also consider adjustments similar to those
suggested by Blum and Tran (2010) for improving predictive inference in
general regression settings, but they do not consider applications to ABC,
the focus of the current paper.
In addition to regression adjustments in the usual sense described above
there has been increasing interest recently in the literature on likelihood
free inference about the idea of using regression for direct estimation of
conditional densities from a joint sample of prior parameter values and
data summaries. This allows both direct approximation of likelihood func-
tions for summaries (Leuenberger and Wegmann, 2010; Fan et al., 2013)
as well as posterior approximations (Bonassi et al., 2011; Papamakarios
and Murray, 2016) based on conditioning on data summaries in exible
nonparametric joint density estimates. Another recent related approach
is that of Marin et al. (2016) who consider exible estimation of poste-
rior marginal quantities of interest using quantile regression random forests
(Meinshausen, 2006). They discuss in some detail how to estimate poste-
rior covariance parameters in addition to marginal distributions. Nott et al.
(2014) link regression adjustments to Bayes' linear methods and consider
crude approximations to the joint posterior based on regression adjustment
which are then improved using more accurately estimated marginal poste-
rior estimates based on lower-dimensional summary statistics specic to
each marginal.
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The next section reviews basic concepts and literature on ABC and
regression adjustment, Section 3 introduces the general approach of Blum
and Tran (2010), and then we describe the matrix-variate Dirichlet process
regression model and its use for implementation of the idea Blum and Tran
(2010) in Sections 4 and 5. Section 6 describes examples and Section 7
concludes.
2.2 Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC)
Write y for some data to be observed,  for a p-dimensional parameter,
p(yj) for the data model and p() for a prior distribution. The posterior
distribution for  given data y is denoted by p(jy). In some intractable
statistical models we are not able to calculate the likelihood function.
Likelihood-free Bayesian inference methods have been developed to deal
with this situation. Usually these methods reduce the full dataset y to a
lower-dimensional summary statistic S = S(y) of dimension d  p. The
summary statistic should be informative about , and ideally would be a
sucient statistic, although this is unattainable in most practical situa-
tions.
The most popular class of likelihood-free methods is approximate Bayesian
computation (ABC) (Pritchard et al., 1999; Beaumont et al., 2002; Marin
et al., 2011; Fearnhead and Prangle, 2012; Blum et al., 2013). The sim-
plest ABC methods work by simulating values (i; Si)  p()p(Sj) (where
p(Sj) denotes the sampling distribution of the summary statistic) and then
retaining samples for which d(Si; Sobs) <  where Sobs is the observed value
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of S, d(; ) is some distance function and  > 0 is a tolerance. Putting this
in a slightly more general framework, for a kernel K(s; s
0) where  > 0 is




0)p(S 0j) dS 0:
Sampling from p(; S 0jSobs) / p()p(S 0j)K(Sobs; S 0) via rejection with the
proposal p()p(S 0j) gives  samples that are marginally distributed ac-
cording to
pABC(jSobs) / p()pABC(Sobsj);
with the rejection algorithm described earlier being recovered for the case
of a uniform kernel. Going beyond rejection sampling, more sophisticated
Markov chain Monte Carlo and sequential Monte Carlo samplers are avail-
able (Marjoram et al., 2003; Sisson et al., 2007b; Beaumont et al., 2009;
Sisson and Fan, 2011).
In practice it is found that various postprocessing regression adjust-
ments greatly improve the quality of ABC approximations. Beaumont et al.
(2002) were the rst to propose such adjustments based on local linear re-
gression. Their method was later extended by Blum (2010) and Blum and
Francois (2010), the latter paper considering an explicit modelling of error
variance in the regression in terms of covariates. We explain the method
of Blum and Francois (2010) now since most other regression adjustments
commonly used in the literature are special cases of this framework. Sup-
pose we have generated samples (i; Si)  p()p(Sj), i = 1; : : : ;m inde-
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pendently. From the joint model we want to approximate the conditional
distribution of  given S = Sobs (which is the posterior distribution given
Sobs, and if the summary statistic is near sucient this will be similar to
the posterior distribution given the observed value yobs of y). Since regres-
sion modelling is just conditional density estimation, it is natural to t a
regression model to the (i; Si), i = 1; : : : ;m samples with  as the response
and S as the covariate and then the tted regression model at S = Sobs can
be used to estimate the distribution of jSobs.
Blum and Francois (2010) consider the model
i =(Si) + (Si)i (2.1)
where () and () are exible mean and standard deviation functions and
i are zero mean variance one independent residuals. They parametrize ()
and () using neural networks, and t the model results in estimates ^()





Plugging in these empirical residuals to the tted regression at S = Sobs
gives that




i = 1; : : : ;m, is an approximate sample from jSobs. In the above we as-
sumed  was univariate, but extension to the multivariate case is possible
as well as attaching weights to the nal samples and using weights in the
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tting that reect how similar Si and Sobs are. Blum and Francois (2010)
also consider a more ecient two stage sampling approach where at the
second stage parameter samples are drawn from the truncated prior, trun-
cated to an estimated region for the posterior support based on the rst
stage sampling.
2.3 A general approach to regression adjustment post-
processing
An even more general approach to regression adjustment has been sug-
gested by Blum and Tran (2010), and it is their approach that we will be
concerned with in the rest of this article. Similar to the last section con-
sider rst a univariate  and independent samples (i; Si)  p()p(Sj) for
i = 1; : : : ;m. The ideas described below are easily extended to multivariate
 by applying the approach component-wise.
Suppose some exible regression model has been tted to the samples
(again with  as the response and S as covariate) resulting in a tted dis-
tribution function F^ (jS) at the summary statistic value S. Furthermore,
suppose that for every S the inverse of F^ (jS) exists, F^ 1(pjS). Now con-
sider transforming i as
ai =F^
 1(F^ (ijSi)jSobs): (2.2)
If the tted model is correct, F^ (ijSi) should be a draw from a uniform dis-
tribution on [0; 1], and transforming this by F^ 1(jSobs) should yield a ran-
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dom variable with distribution F^ (jSobs). So the samples ai , i = 1; : : : ;m
are an approximate sample from F^ (jSobs) if the regression model is correct.
To see that this generalizes the method of the previous section, note that
if we assume a plug in normal distribution for the response in the tted
regression model, jS  N(^(S); ^(S)2), then





where () denotes the standard normal distribution function, and F^ 1(pjS) =
^(S) +  1(p)^(S), and hence
F^ 1(F^ (ijSi)jSobs) = ^(Sobs) + ^(Sobs)i   ^(Si)
^(Si)
which is the regression adjustment of Blum and Francois (2010). However,
the regression adjustment (2.2) is much more general than the approach of
Blum and Francois (2010), since the latter approach is based on mean and
scale adjustments, but a exible regression approach estimating the whole
response distribution can perform more complex adjustments through (2.2)
including adjustments for skewness, for example. This can be important in
some problems. Although Blum and Tran (2010) introduced the general
regression adjustment (2.2) they did not make use of it in their paper,
and nor has anyone else as far as we are aware. Ong et al. (2016) consider
transformations similar to (2.2) for improving predictive performance of
regression models but they do not consider applications to ABC regression
adjustment.
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2.4 Flexible multivariate regression using the matrix
variate Dirichlet process and variational Bayes
We now describe a method for multivariate regression which can ex-
ibly estimate the whole response distribution as a function of covariates.
This kind of exibility is what is needed to make full use of the general
regression adjustment approach (2.2). Our method considers a model de-
scribed by Zhang et al. (2010). Ong et al. (2016) have recently developed
fast variational inference methods for tting the model.
Zhang et al. (2010) introduce the matrix-variate Dirichlet process, which
is just the ordinary Dirichlet process (Ferguson, 1973; Sethuraman, 1994)
but using a matrix-variate normal base measure, and use it as the prior
distribution on a mixing distribution on a matrix-variate coecient in a
multivariate linear model where the covariates are derived from a exible
basis expansion. This gives a computationally convenient, exible and at-
tractive approach to exible regression modelling which allows borrowing
of strength in the estimation of the regression relationship for dierent re-
sponses through the matrix-variate normal base measure. See also Zhang
et al. (2014) for some further applications of the matrix-variate Dirich-
let process. The response distribution in Zhang et al. (2010) is an innite
mixture of multivariate linear regression models.
Write (yi; xi), i = 1; : : : ; n, for data, where each yi = (yi1;    ; yip)T is a
multivariate response and xi = (xi1; : : : ; xid)
T is a vector of covariates. For a
set of basis functions E1(x); : : : ; Er(x), write Ei = (1; E1(xi); : : : ; Er(xi))
T .
Let i be an (r + 1)  p matrix valued coecient for observation i, and
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i Ei + i; (2.3)
where i  N(0; ). The i are given the prior distribution
ijQ  Q
where Q is an unknown distribution where Q  DP (;Q0) and DP (;Q0)
denotes the Dirichlet process with precision parameter  and base measure
Q0. For the base measure, we use a matrix-variate normal distribution
Nr+1;p(0;

). Recall that a uv random matrix Z has a matrix-variate
normal distribution, Z  Nu;v(M;W 
 C) say, where M is a u  v mean
matrix and W and C are u u and v v covariance matrices respectively,
if the density of Z has the form
p(Z) = (2) 
uv










 denotes the Kronecker product. Z  Nu;v(M;W 
 C) is equiva-
lent to vec(Z)  N(vec(M);W 
 C) where vec() denotes the vec oper-
ator that stacks the columns of a matrix into a vector going from left to
right. To complete our prior specication for the model (2.3) we need pri-
ors for  ,  and 
. We assume 
 is diagonal, with diagonal elements !i,
i = 1; : : : ; r + 1, and the !i are given independent inverse gamma priors,
IG(ai; bi), where ai and bi are known hyperparameters. For , we assume
an inverse Wishart prior, IW (; S) where the degrees of freedom  and
scale matrix S are known hyperparameters. For  , we assume an inverse
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gamma prior, IG(a ; b ), where the hyperparameters a and b are assumed
known. Ong et al. (2016), building on the VSUGS online method of Zhang
et al. (2014) for online tting of Dirichlet process mixture models, rewrite
the above model using the Polya urn representation for a truncation of
the Dirichlet process. This allows a fast online variational approximation
method to be implemented for tting model (2.3). We refer the reader to
Ong et al. (2016) for the details of the algorithm itself.
2.5 Application of matrix-variate Dirichlet process to
general ABC regression postprocessing
We apply the regression approach of the previous section to implement
the regression adjustment (2.2). The response in the regression is the pa-
rameter , and the covariate is S. The basis functions used in the regression
are Ej(S), j = 1; : : : ; r where Ej(S) = exp
  kS(j)   Sk=(22) where k  k
is the Euclidean norm, 2 is a hyperparameter and S(j) are knot points. Here
we use r = 5000 randomly drawn values from the training set S1; : : : ; Sn for
the knot points, and 2 is chosen as the mean Euclidean distance between
5000 randomly drawn pairs of values of S from the training set (a similar
choice of basis functions and hyperparameter settings was considered in
Zhang et al. (2010) and Ong et al. (2016)). For the priors, we use a = 5,
b = 10, ai = 5, bi = 10, i = 1; : : : ; r + 1, S = I + 0:511
T where 1 denotes
a vector of ones, and  = 3.
After the matrix-variate Dirichlet process regression model (2.3) is tted
to the data, we use plug in point estimates for parameters to get predictive
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distributions to use for the regression adjustment. Ong et al. (2016) use a
truncation of the Dirichlet process containing T atoms with the result that
there are T dierent possible distinct values for the i; call these distinct
values 1 ; : : : ; 

T . The estimated weights on these values in the truncated
Dirichlet prior are p1; : : : ; pT  0,
PT
t=1 pt = 1. ^ and ^ will denote the
variational posterior mean values for  and  in the t. Then our tted







where E(S) = (1; E1(S); : : : ; Er(S))T . The marginal distribution for each
component is a univariate normal mixture, and calculating the distribution
and quantile functions of the marginals to implement the regression adjust-
ment (2.2) is easily done using standard software. We use the nor1mix R
package (Machler, 2015).
2.6 Examples
In this section, we choose two dataset to investigate the performance of
our general regression approach using the matrix variate Dirichlet process
regression tting (DPR) and the scale-location adjustment of Blum and
Francois (2010) (ABC), where  denotes the number of points used for
localization. For the ABC approach, we use the abc function in R with the
non-linear (neural network) regression.
For the rest of the section, our goal is to show that our general ad-
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Figure 2.1: The heather incidence data (Diggle, 1981). Each pixel in the
image is an indicator for presence or absence of heather at a particular
spatial location.
justment approach has reasonable or better performance than the ABC
approach and is not sensitive towards localization. Moreover, because it
does not rely on localization, we show in second example that using all the
data points for adjustment can sometimes be eective.
2.6.1 Excursion set model for heather incidence data
As a rst example, we consider the heather incidence data described
by Diggle (1981) and available in the R package spatstat (Baddeley and
Turner, 2005). We use the medium resolution version of the data available
there and assume without loss of generality that the data are observed on
an integer lattice. The data are shown in Figure 2.1.
At each pixel in the image a 0 or 1 is observed; a 1 indicates presence
and a 0 absence of heather at a certain spatial location. More details about
the data can be found in Diggle (1981).
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These data were analysed using a model dened from an excursion set
of a Gaussian random eld in Nott and Ryden (1999) using a composite
likelihood approach. While a full likelihood based analysis of the model is
possible (Nott and Wilson, 1997) it is very computationally intensive since
the likelihood is in the form of a high-dimensional integral and so direct
evaluation of the likelihood should be avoided. Nott and Wilson (1997)
consider a Monte Carlo EM algorithm where an expensive conditional sim-
ulation step is required at each iteration. Nott et al. (2014) considered an
ABC analysis of the same model. They observe in their analysis of this
example that even with the very exible regression adjustment approach of
Blum and Francois (2010) localization of the regression tting is required
because of the way that the skewness of the parameter samples changes
with summary statistics; this means that regression adjustments based on
just location and scale transformations of particles are not successful with-
out localization. Here we show that our more general regression adjustment
approach can be successful without localization.
We let fZ(u);u 2 R2g be a zero mean stationary Gaussian random eld





where A is a symmetric
22 positive denite matrix. See Adler and Taylor (2007) for further back-
ground on Gaussian random elds. The observed data consists of binary
observations B(i; j), 1  i  256, 1  j  512 with the (i; j) pairs indexing
the dierent pixels in the image of Figure 2.1 and we model the data as
B(i; j) = I(Z((i; j)) > u)
for some level u 2 R. That is, B(i; j) indicates whether the continuous
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Gaussian random eld Z is above or below level u 2 R at (i; j). The
parameters in the model are (u;A11; A22; A12) but following Nott et al.
(2014) we work in the parametrization  = (1; 2; 3; 4) with 1 = u,







distributions, also following Nott et al. (2014), we use 1  N(0; 0:52),
2; 3  N( 4; 0:52) and 4  N(0; 0:52). Simulation of Gaussian random
elds was done for our example in R using the RandomFields R package
(Schlather, 2011) where we have used the circulant embedding method
(Dietrich and Newsam, 1993; Wood and Chan, 1994).
For our ABC analysis, to illustrate the regression adjustment approach,
we consider only estimation of the marginal distribution of 2 based on the
summary statistic S = c10 and S = (c11; c10) where c11 is the number of
adjacent pairs of observations both equal to 1 in the east-west direction,
and c10 is the number of adjacent pairs which are discordant (either (0; 1)
or (1; 0)) in the east-west direction. Pairwise scatterplots for the values
(2; c11; c10) for 2000 simulations from the prior are shown in Figure 2.
Although both summary statistics c11 and c10 contain useful information
about 2 in this example it is interesting to consider both sets of summary
statistics as the marginal relationship between 2 and c10 seems complex
in Figure 2.2 in terms of higher order posterior moments changing with c10
and hence considering just c10 as a summary may be a good test for our
regression methodology for estimation of a limited information posterior
conditional only on this information.
As mentioned, 2 is strongly related to c10 and the skewness of the
parameter samples change with c10, a point made in Nott et al. (2014) and
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Figure 2.2: Pairwise scatterplots for (2; c11; c10) for 2; 000 simulations from
the prior for heather incidence example.













Figure 2.3: Posterior distribution for heather incidence data.
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making mean and scale based regression adjustments inadequate without
localization. The regression adjusted posterior distributions for the method
of Blum and Francois (2010) and our more general adjustment both without
and with localization are shown in Figure 2.3. In the localization non-
zero weight is given to 500 samples. For the general regression adjustment
method the answers both with and without localization agree well with
each other, which is not the case for the location-scale based adjustment.
Note that although the posterior distribution for the observed summary
statistics does not exhibit skewness, what makes this problem challenging
for regression adjustments that just do mean and scale adjustments is that
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(b) S = (c10; c11)
Figure 2.4: Boxplots of posterior distributions   log p^(ijSi ) for the test
set of the simulated heather incidence example with S = c10 (left) and
S = (c10; c11) (right)
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As a further comparison of the performances of the regression adjust-
ments, we consider a cross-validation approach based on the simulated sum-
maries. We leave out 100 (i; Si) randomly chosen pairs from the training
sample to give a test set (i ; S

i ), i = 1; : : : ; 100. We then t our regression
models to the remaining values, and obtain approximate posterior samples
at each Si , i = 1; : : : ; 100. Then after kernel estimation of the posterior
distribution to get estimated posterior distributions p^(ijSi ), we calculate
the logarithmic scores   log p^(i jSi ), i = 1; : : : ; 100. We calculate the log-
arithmic scores under two summary statistic choices, (c10) and (c11; c10).
Boxplots of these values for the dierent regression adjustment methods
are shown in Figure 2.4. Smaller values for the logarithmic scores are bet-
ter. For the case when we use S = c10, Figure 4 shows that the general re-
gression adjustment shows a slight improvement in the median logarithmic
score. However, when we use S = (c11; c10), the dierent methods perform
similarly. In this example our methodology is competitive with the neural
network approach with localization, and our general methodology is not
sensitive to localization.
2.6.2 Analysis of a computer model
Our second example, which is also considered in Nott et al. (2014),
is concerned with analysis of a computer model. In particular, we will be
concerned with a rainfall-runo model, the Australian water balance model
(AWBM) (Boughton, 2004). We describe the model only briey here, and
refer the reader to Nott et al. (2014) for more detail. A graphical depiction
of the model is given in Figure 2.5.
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Figure 2.5: Pictorial depiction of the Australian Water Balance model with
three surface stores.
The AWBM takes as inputs rainfall and evapotransporation time se-
ries, and produces an estimated streamow time series. In Figure 2.5 four
storages are depicted - three surface stores and a base store. The surface
storages have depths denoted c1; c2 and c3 and occupy fractional areas a1,
a2 and a3 of the catchment, with a1+ a2+ a3 = 1. At each time step water
entering the system is the dierence of precipitation Pt and evapotran-
spiration Et, and this is split between the surface stores according to the
fractional areas, with any excess overowing the surface stores being split
between surface runo and baseow recharge directed into the base storage;
the parameter BFI, the base ow index, controls the extent of baseow
recharge. From the base storage, a fraction of (1   K) will be discharged
into the stream, where 0 < K < 1 is another parameter, the recession
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constant. Following Bates and Campbell (2001), we x BFI = 0:4. The
parameters in the model are  = (c1; c2; c3; a1; a2; K). We use the AWBM
to specify a stochastic model for some observed streamow data for the
catchment of Black River at Bruce River Highway in Queensland, Aus-
tralia. There are 5500 consecutive daily streamow values as well as forc-
ing rainfall and evapotranspiration time series. In running the model the
AWBM is initialized with all stores empty and the rst 500 times discarded
to discount the eects of initialization. The AWBM is used to specify the
mean in a stochastic model for the data. Denote the streamow time series
by y = (y1; : : : ; yT )
T . Denote by f = f(; ) the output of the AWBM
model for parameters  and forcing inputs . We model the data as
y =f(; ) + d+ : (2.4)
In this model, d = (d1; : : : ; dT ) is a correlated Gaussian error d  N(0;d)
where d has (i; j)th entry 
2
d exp( ji   jj) where 2d > 0,  > 0 are
further parameters.  is a collection of independent errors,  = (1; : : : ; T )
T ,
j  N(0; 2 ). In the mapping to y in (2.4) we can also incorporate rounding
in the measurement process, and such a modication is very easy to handle
if ABC methods are used for inference. Also following Nott et al. (2014)
we allow the rainfall time series in the forcing inputs of the AWBM to
be subject to measurement error. Henceforth the evapotranspiration time
series will be regarded as xed, and we write simply  for the measured
precipitation input,  = (1; : : : ; T )
T . Then if Pt, t = 1; : : : ; T are the
true precipitation values at times 1; : : : ; T , we assume these are related to
 by Pt = tt where log t  N( 2=2; 2 ). That is, we model the true
precipitation values in terms of random mean 1 multiplicative perturbations
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of the observed values in order to assess the eects of measurement and
sampling errors in rainfall. 2 is another variance parameter to be inferred
in the model. The priors, following Nott et al. (2014), are c1  U [0; 500],
c2 c1  U [0; 1000], c3 c2  U [0; 1000], [log a1=a3; log a2=a3]  N(0; 0:52I),
K  0:271Beta(5:19; 4:17) + (1  0:271 beta(255; 9:6) (the latter prior
suggested by Bates and Campbell (2001)), d  U [0; 0:1],   U [0:1; 1],
  U [0; 2],   U [0; 0:1]. For the summary statistics, we use a certain
point estimate ^ where the forcing input uncertainty is ignored as well as
the lag j autocovariances for the residuals as well as the squared residuals
for j = 0; 1; 2. For a more precise description of the summary statistic
construction we refer to Nott et al. (2014).
ABC methods for inference are very attractive in this example since
we can estimate posterior distributions of parameters of interest directly
without worrying about high-dimensional nuisance parameters (in this case,
the unknown true rainfall forcing inputs where the dimension is the number
of time steps). Also, ABC can cope very well with complications like data
rounding. We consider estimation of  using as a summary statistic S =
(S1; S2) the log of the variance of the residuals from the t based on 
and the log of the absolute value of the rst order autocovariance of the
residuals. Pairwise scatterplots of (logit=2; S1; S2) are shown in Figure 2.6.
Clearly the relationship between  and S1 is rather complex, and loca-
tion and scale based regression adjustments will be inadequate here with-
out localization. We see whether our more complex regression adjustment is
helpful. Similar to the last example we hold out 100 values from the training
set of samples from the prior (2000 prior samples were used) and calculate
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logit(σe 2)


































Figure 2.6: Pairwise scatterplots for (2; S1; S2) for 2; 000 simulations from
the prior for AWBM example.
logarithmic score values as in the last example based on the regression
adjustment of Blum and Francois (2010) and our suggested method both
with and without localization (localization giving non-zero weight to 500
sample values). We remove three data points from the test set as they re-
ported very low p^(ijSi ) values. Boxplots of the logarithmic score values are
given in Figure 2.7. As compared to the location-scale adjustment, the gen-
eral adjustment approach with localization has similar performance when
S = (S1; S2) and slightly stronger performance when S = S1 or S = S2,
in terms of median logarithmic score. We found that using general adjust-
ment without localization performs best. It seems that for such a complex
relationship a very exible regression model trained using a larger number
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(c) S = (S1; S2)
Figure 2.7: Boxplots of posterior distributions   log p^(ijSi ) for the test
set of the AWBM example.
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2.7 Discussion
In this article we have described one way of implementing a very general
approach to regression adjustment considered in Blum and Tran (2010).
The method uses a matrix variate Dirichlet process based Bayesian non-
parametric model for which fast variational Bayes computational meth-
ods for tting the model are available. It has been demonstrated that the
method can outperform existing regression adjustment approaches in some
examples.
One limitation of the method is that, like all regression adjustment
methods proposed to date, particles are transformed marginally. This means
that while the marginal distribution of each parameter can be appropriately
adjusted in principle, changes in the dependence structure of the posterior
as the summary statistic data changes are not accounted for in a exible
way. It is true that the tted multivariate matrix variate Dirichlet process
regression model gives a tted density directly at each observed summary
statistic value, but we nd that using such a model to transform parti-
cle ABC approximations still works better than using the tted density






A method for approximating Markov chain Monte Carlo algorithms is
considered in the setting where the likelihood is intractable. The approach
is based on interpreting the likelihood ratio in the Metropolis-Hastings
acceptance probability as the odds in the Bayes classication rule for dis-
tinguishing whether the observed data were generated using the proposal
parameter value or the current one. Approximating the Bayes rule using
simulated data from the model and modern exible classiers capable of
dealing with high-dimensional feature vectors results in new approximate
Bayesian computation (ABC) procedures that are able to perform well with
high-dimensional summary statistics. In problems of small to moderate size
it may even be possible to dispense with summary statistics altogether. The
synthetic likelihood of Wood corresponds to classication by quadratic dis-
criminant analysis in this framework.
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3.1 Introduction
Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) refers to a class of methods
for performing approximate Bayesian inference in situations where the like-
lihood is unavailable but it is feasible to simulate from the model. We can
distinguish between two general approaches in the ABC literature. One
approach (Tavare et al., 1997; Pritchard et al., 1999) is based on simu-
lating data under the prior until we obtain samples which are "close" to
the observed data. The most basic algorithm employs a simple rejection
mechanism, but the use of near-sucient summary statistics and alterna-
tive proposal mechanisms leads to Markov chain Monte Carlo (Marjoram
et al., 2003; Sisson and Fan, 2011) and sequential Monte Carlo (Sisson
et al., 2007b; Beaumont et al., 2009; Drovandi and Pettitt, 2011a) variants
with wider applicability. Another general approach involves replacing the
likelihood with some approximation to it, which might or might not be
estimated by simulation. Examples include use of the empirical likelihood
(Owen, 2001) which has been used in ABC by Mengersen et al. (2013), or
the synthetic likelihood (Wood, 2010) which considers a working normal
likelihood for summary statistics, and estimates the mean and variance at
each required parameter value by simulation.
We suggest a method (which we call classier MCMC) that is related
to this approach of approximating the likelihood with some surrogate, al-
though we do not approximate the likelihood directly. Instead, noting that
in a Metropolis-Hastings MCMC scheme the acceptance probability only
depends on a likelihood ratio at proposed and current parameter values,
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we try to approximate likelihood ratios. We interpret the likelihood ra-
tio as the odds for the Bayes rule classier to distinguish whether the
observed data comes from simulation under the proposed or current pa-
rameter value. Then we use simulation from the model and the tted odds
from a exible classier to approximate the Bayes rule and hence to ap-
proximate Metropolis-Hastings acceptance probabilities. Of course the fact
that density estimation can be done using exible classiers is well known
(see Hastie et al. (2009), Section 14.2.4), but targeting the estimation of
a ratio of densities at one point directly may be somewhat easier than
estimating the density of the data or summary statistics directly at each
value of the parameter. This is because MCMC proposal moves are lo-
cal, so that the ratio of densities of summaries at two nearby parameter
values in the model is often a smooth function. This makes direct estima-
tion of the ratio of densities potentially easier than estimating the density
values separately. The synthetic likelihood of Wood (2010) corresponds to
quadratic discriminant analysis in our framework, although more exible
classiers oer performance gains in many problems. In fact, modern clas-
siers designed for use with high-dimensional feature vectors are such that
in problems of small to moderate size we nd that it is sometimes possi-
ble to dispense with summary statistics altogether in our approach. The
choice of summary statistics to use in ABC poses dicult questions (see
Fernhead and Prangle (2012) and the accompanying discussion). We do not
claim, however, that our method resolves this issue in complex problems.
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes our basic approach.
Section 3 describes an adaptive MCMC scheme that implements the idea
in an automatic way. Section 4 gives examples and Section 5 concludes.
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3.2 Classier MCMC
Consider a simple classication problem with two classes, labeled 1 and
2. We have a d-dimensional feature vector S, and the conditional density
given class k is p(SjC = k), k = 1; 2. Suppose we have observed feature
vectors S
(1)
1 ; : : : ; S
(1)
m for examples of class 1 and S
(2)
1 ; : : : ; S
(2)
m of class 2. We
will consider only the case where equal numbers are observed for the two
classes corresponding to an assumption of equal prior class probabilities of
0:5. If p(SjC = k) k = 1; 2 are known, the odds of class 1 after observing a
value Sobs is
O(Sobs) = p(SobsjC = 1)
p(SobsjC = 2) :
Using a loss function where all misclassication errors are equally weighted,
the optimal classier simply assigns to class 1 if O(Sobs) > 1. This classier,
which is the best we can do, is referred to as the Bayes' rule. See for example
Ripley (1996), Section 2.1, for a more general discussion.
With a very exible classier and large training sample sizem we should
be able to approximate the Bayes rule well. If the classier gives probabilis-
tic predictions, we can also use the tted odds at S = Sobs to approximate
O(Sobs). This suggests a new approximation to an MCMC scheme in the
likelihood free setting. Consider inference about a parameter  for a data
model p(Sj) with prior p(). S now denotes the data which might consist
of summary statistics in the ABC context. We write Sobs for the observed
value of S. Suppose we consider a Metropolis-Hastings MCMC method
for sampling from p(jSobs) / p()p(Sobsj) using a proposal distribution
q(0j). At each step we have a current value C and a proposed value P
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generated from q(0jC). The probability that P is accepted as the new
value is minf1; g, where
 =
p(P )p(SobsjP )q(C jP )
p(C)p(SobsjC)q(P jC) : (3.1)
In typical ABC settings we cannot evaluate the likelihood ratio p(SobsjP )=p(SobsjC)
in this acceptance probability. Based on our preceding discussion, suppose
we simulate SC1 ; : : : ; S
C
m from p(SjC) and SP1 ; : : : ; SPm from p(SjP ). We la-
bel the samples SPi , i = 1; : : : ;m as class 1 and S
C
i , i = 1; : : : ;m as class 2.
Next, t a exible classier to this data. Later we use the default implemen-
tation of random forests (Breiman, 2001) in the R package randomForest
(Liaw and Wiener, 2002). From our tted classier we get an estimated
odds for any value of S; let's write it as O^(S). If the classier is close to the
Bayes' rule, O^(S) will be a good approximation of p(SjP )=p(SjC) and
O^(Sobs) can replace the likelihood ratio in (3.1). So our suggestion is to do
MCMC where we replace (3.1) by
^ =
p(P )q(C jP )
p(C)q(P jC)  O^(Sobs):
There is one existing approach in the ABC literature that corresponds to
a special case of our method, namely the synthetic likelihood of Wood
(2010). In Wood's approach we approximate p(SjC) as multivariate nor-
mal, with mean and covariance given by the sample versions based on SCi ,
i = 1; : : : ;m and similarly for p(SjP ) based on SPi , i = 1; : : : ;m. Write
p^(SjC) and p^(SjP ) for the corresponding estimated versions. In our clas-
sication framework modelling p(Sj) as normal just corresponds to normal
class conditional densities in the classier, and then p^(SobsjP )=p^(SobsjC)
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is just the tted odds for classical quadratic discriminant analysis (see, for
example, McLachlan (2004)) with equal prior class probabilities. We note
that in Wood's approach it is also possible to choose summary statistics to
make normality more plausible, and to perform quantile transformations to
improve the normal approximation. While quadratic discriminant analysis
is a surprisingly eective approach to many classication problems given its
simplicity we nd that using more exible classiers results in interesting
new ABC procedures.
3.3 Automated adaptive MCMC sampling scheme
In the previous section we have described how to implement a Metropolis-
Hastings algorithm for approximate sampling of the posterior without the
need to evaluate the likelihood. In this section we describe how the choice of
the proposal can be automated by using adaptive MCMC. We take what
is perhaps the simplest approach, and use the adaptive random walk of
Haario et al. (2001). The method of Haario et al. (2001) produces a se-
quence f(k); k  0g where ergodic averages of the sequence approximate
expectations under the posterior distribution. At step t, a random walk
Metropolis step is performed using the proposal distribution N((t);(t)).
The covariance matrix (t) can depend on the past history of the process,
and so it is an example of adaptive MCMC where the sampling scheme
is not Markovian (see, for example, Roberts and Rosenthal (2009) for a
discussion of conditions required for such an adaptive scheme to be valid).
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Haario et al. (2001) proposed to choose
(t) =
8><>: 
(0) t  t0
sg

Cov((1); : : : ; (t 1)) + Ig
	
t > t0
where g is the dimension of , sg = 2:4
2=g,  is a small positive constant, Ig
denotes the g g identity matrix, (0) is an initial covariance and t0 is the
time where adaptation begins. The basic idea is to learn an approximation
to the posterior covariance based on past samples and to use a scaled version
of this in the proposal. The scaling parameter sg is based on some theory
for Gaussian target densities (Gelman et al., 1996) and the added term
of Ig prevents degeneracy when all proposals are rejected in the initial
phase. The scheme of Haario et al. (2001) simply requires  (which is easy
to specify, as any small enough positive constant will do), a value for t0 and
an initial covariance (0). In our later examples we choose t0 = 200. The
choice of (0) is more dicult and important, since it can take a long time
for the adaptive scheme to recover from a very poor initial choice. We now
describe our method for automating the choice of (0).
We will use (0) = sgC^, where C^ is a diagonal approximation to the
posterior covariance. To get the jth diagonal element C^jj of C^ where
j = 1; : : : ; g, we use synthetic likelihood to estimate the marginal posterior
distribution p(jjS). Because we are estimating the marginal posterior for a
one-dimensional parameter there is no need to use MCMC, and we simply
evaluate the synthetic likelihood on a grid, multiply by the prior and then
normalize. Then an estimated posterior variance can be calculated from
the estimated marginal posterior distribution. If the number of summary
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statistics in the vector S is large, then we use Wood's approach assuming
a diagonal covariance matrix. Since high accuracy is not crucial in setting
C^ this seems to work well.
We estimate the marginal densities p(jjS) and hence estimate marginal
variances to obtain C^ in the following way. First, let G be the number of
grid points in our approximation and let Lj and Uj be the lower and upper
 quantiles of the marginal prior p(j) where  is some small value such as
0:001. Next, consider the grid points
j;k = Lj +
k   1
G  1(Uj   Lj);
k = 1; : : : ; G. So the grid spacing is j = (Uj   Lj)=(G   1). Next, ap-
proximate the marginal synthetic likelihood at the grid points to obtain
p^(Sobsjj;k), k = 1; : : : ; G. For this approximation for each k we rstly set
j = j;k, secondly simulate the remaining elements of  ( j say) from
their conditional prior p( jjj = j;k) then thirdly simulate S1; : : : Sm from
p(Sj) where  is the value obtained in three previous steps and lastly eval-
uate the mean and covariance matrix of S1; : : : ; Sm. Then p^(Sobsjj;k) is
the density value at Sobs for a multivariate normal with the mean and co-
variance obtained at last step. Note that we are using a marginal version
of the synthetic likelihood here that targets the marginal distribution di-
rectly, and this is dierent to using the synthetic likelihood to approximate
the joint posterior distribution and then integrating out  i. As mentioned
earlier if the number of summary statistics is large then we can employ a
diagonal approximation in the synthetic likelihood.
Next, we approximate p(jjSobs) by p(jjSobs) / p(j;k)p^(Sobsjj;k) if
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jj   j;kj < j=2 and p(jjSobs) = 0 otherwise. The normalizing constant




An approximate marginal posterior mean and variance can easily be ob-
tained from this approximation by numerical integration. This provides a
simple automatic approach to choice of (0) in the adaptive Metropolis
algorithm.
3.4 Examples
Two examples are considered. In the rst we show that our classier
method performs similarly to the synthetic likelihood when summary statis-
tics are used and that our classier approach also can work well without
summary statistics. In the second example we show that synthetic likeli-
hood can be misleading when summary statistics are highly non-Gaussian
and that the more general classier approach can do better.
3.4.1 g-and-k distribution
Our rst example concerns the g-and-k distribution (Haynes et al.,
1997). The g-and-k distribution can be dened in terms of a closed form
expression for its quantile function:
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where z(p) is the pth standard normal quantile. The parameter c mea-
sures the overall asymmetry and is conventionally xed at 0:8. The pa-
rameters  = (A;B; g; k) can be interpreted as relating to location, scale,
skewness and kurtosis respectively. Given the quantile function, simulation
from this distribution is trivial by transformation of uniform random vari-
ables, but calculation of the likelihood is dicult since there is no closed
form expression for the density. Allingham et al. (2009) considered ABC
methods for inference for the g-and-k distribution. Similar to Allingham
et al. (2009) we simulate data from the model for the parameter value
(A;B; g; k) = (3; 1; 2; 0:5) for a sample of size n = 10000. For Bayesian
inference we use priors for A, B, g and k which are uniform on (2; 4), (0; 2),
(0; 4) and (0; 1) respectively. For both our classier method with random
forests and synthetic likelihood we simulate samples of size n a total of m
times for each proposal value within the MCMC scheme. To reduce vari-
ance we simulate mn values of a uniform variate and then transform this
same set of uniform variates at each step by the quantile function to ob-
tain our likelihood or likelihood ratio approximations. This also makes the
approximation to the synthetic likelihood a smooth function.
Initially we consider performance of methods with summary statistics
to compare random forests based classier MCMC with synthetic likeli-
hood in that situation. Then we will consider random forests without sum-
mary statistics. When summary statistics are used we will use the summary
statistics suggested in Drovandi and Pettitt (2011b). Let Q1, Q2, Q3 be the
quartiles of the data and Op, p = 1; :::; 7 be the octiles. Drovandi and
Pettitt (2011b) consider the summary statistics (SA; SB; Sg; Sk) for the g-
and-k model where SA = Q2, SB = Q3   Q1, Sg = (Q3 + Q1   2Q2)=SB,
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Sk = (O7 O5+O3 O1)=SB. In the implementation of our adaptive ran-
dom walk scheme we obtain approximation marginal posterior variances
using the marginal version of synthetic likelihood with G = 100 and also
set  = 10 8. Note that the marginal synthetic likelihood is only used to
initialize the adaptive random walk scheme covariance - the full synthetic
likelihood is used for inferences in the following examples wherever the
synthetic likelihood is discussed.




































































































Figure 3.1: Estimated marginal posterior distributions of parameters in
the g-and-k model for synthetic likelihood (dashed) and random forests
classier MCMC (solid).
Estimated marginal posterior distributions for the parameters obtained
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Figure 3.2: Estimated marginal posterior distributions of A, B, g,k without
summary statistics and 105 iterations, for a sample of size n=1000 for clas-
sier MCMC (solid) and pilot MCMC method of Allingham et al. (2009)
(dashed).
from applying the synthetic likelihood (dashed line) and our classier ap-
proach (solid line) are shown in Figure 1 for one replicate. Using summary
statistics, very similar results are obtained using random forests and the
synthetic likelihood. We ran the adaptive MCMC scheme for 100; 000 iter-
ations and discarded 50; 000 iterations as burn in. Table 3.1 shows mean
squared errors of estimation and standard errors over 10 replicates for the
g-and-k example and the two approaches.
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Table 3.1: Mean squared errors of estimation of parameters and Standard
errors in g-and-k example estimated from 10 replicates.
Method A B g k
MSE Synthetic likelihood 1.24e-05 1.08e-04 3.15e-04 9.68e-05
Classier MCMC 1.14e-05 9.20e-05 3.52e-04 4.59e-05
SE Synthetic likelihood 2.22e-05 4.22e-05 1.53e-04 4.13e-05
Classier MCMC 5.48e-05 1.23e-04 4.99e-04 1.95e-04
More interesting in this example is to examine whether we can use the
dimension reduction capabilities of modern classiers like random forests
to dispense with the choice of summary statistics. The tting of random
forests within each iteration of the MCMC scheme is very computationally
intensive with a large number of data points, since the number of predictors
in the classier will be equal to the number of data points if we do not have
summary statistics. For this reason we reduced the size of the simulated
data set to n = 1000 and Figure 4.1 shows the estimated marginal posterior
distributions without summary statistics for one replicate. Shown on the
same graph for comparison is the estimated posterior distribution using
the original pilot MCMC method of Allingham et al. (2009), for which
the full set of order statistics is used as summary statistic, and in their
MCMC scheme we use a threshold of  = 5 on the Euclidean distance in
the accept/reject step of their MCMC scheme. Note that the results are
not directly comparable to Figure 4 of Allingham et al. (2009), since here
we use a smaller sample size of n = 1000 due to the computational expense
of training the random forest classiers within each step of the MCMC
scheme when the number of features is large.
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3.4.2 Elliptical inclusion model
Our second example is concerned with inference about the distribution
of the diameter of the largest inclusion in a block of steel based on measure-
ments of planar cross-sections. The strength of a clean steel block is thought
to be dependent on the size of the largest inclusion. Bortot et al. (2007)
introduced the particular elliptical inclusion model we consider here to in-
vestigate robustness of inferences to misspeccation of the shape model. In
particular the new elliptical model was an expansion of an earlier spherical
inclusion model considered by Anderson and Coles (2002) and Bortot et al.
(2007) considered the question of whether misleading inferences would be
obtained using the spherical model if the elliptical model was correct. An-
derson and Coles (2002) considered a data augmentation MCMC approach
for model tting, but for the elliptical model it is not possible to extend
this approach or to evaluate the likelihood and Bortot et al. (2007) used
ABC methods instead.
In the elliptical inclusion model inclusions in a three-dimensional steel
block are assumed to occur according to a homogeneous Poisson point
process. An ellipse is centred at each of the points and its orientation is
random. The principal diameters of the ellipses are independent for dierent
inclusions. A generalized Pareto distribution is assumed for the largest
principal diameter V of the inclusion conditional on it being larger than a
threshold v0:










where  > 0 and  are parameters and following Bortot et al. (2007) in
what follows we use v0 = 5m in this example. The model also assumes
that the other two principal diameters of the ellipse are obtained by mul-
tiplying V by independent uniform variates on [0; 1]. The parameters are
(; ; ) where  is the intensity of the inclusions which have largest prin-
cipal diameter larger than v0 (these thresholded inclusions also follow a
homogeneous Poisson process if the original inclusions do). Our prior dis-
tribution has ,  and  independent and uniform with ranges (1; 200),
(0; 10) and ( 5; 5) respectively. The data consists of planar measurements
of the largest principal diameters of the elliptical cross-sections of the inclu-
sions. For the real data, there were 112 planar measurements in the block.
For more background on the model and the data see Bortot et al. (2007).
An assumption in the use of synthetic likelihood is that the distribution
of summary statistics is approximately Gaussian for each value of the pa-
rameter. Wood (2010) suggests that marginal quantile transformations can
help to make this assumption more reasonable although this method does
not work for all problems - clearly the assumption that the same marginal
transformation will work for all values of the parameter is a strong one,
and it is also usually not possible to achieve joint normality by transforma-
tions that make summary statistics marginally normal. For the elliptical
inclusion model we now show that synthetic likelihood and classier MCMC
with random forests can disagree when the summary statistics have a highly
non-Gaussian distribution and in that case classier MCMC can give rea-
sonable results whereas synthetic likelihood does not. Consider summary
statistics S = (s1; s2; s3; s4) where s1 = jl 112j=112 where l is the observed
number of planar measurements and s2, s3 and s4 are the minimum, mean
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Figure 3.3: Estimated marginal posterior distribution of ,  and  us-
ing classier approach (solid), rejection (dotted) and synthetic likelihood
(dashed).
and maximum of the planar measurements. Clearly the minimum and max-
imum of the planar measurements will have a non-Gaussian distribution so
the synthetic likelihood might be expected to work poorly here. In the def-
inition of s1, 112 is the actual number of inclusions in the real data, so that
the observed value of s1 is 0. In the implementation of our adaptive random
walk scheme we obtain approximate marginal posterior variances using the
marginal version of synthetic likelihood with G = 2000 for  and G = 1000
for  and  and we set  = 10 8. We then obtained the estimated marginal
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posterior distributions for the parameters from applying the synthetic like-
lihood and classier MCMC approaches using the adaptive MCMC scheme
with 50; 000 iterations using m = 400 samples in each iteration. 25,000
iterations were discarded as burn in. Again, for synthetic likelihood the
marginal version was only used for initializing the proposal covariance in
the adaptive random walk scheme - the results reported are for the full
synthetic likelihood. For comparison, we also obtained an approximation
to the marginal posterior distributions using rejection ABC with the linear
regression adjustment method of Beaumont et al. (2002) using 1; 000; 000
samples and a tolerance of 0:00005 - this can be considered a gold standard
for comparison with the other two approaches. In implementation of the
rejection approach we used a non-standard distance measure as follows.
First for each summary statistic in turn we consider the vector obtained
by concatenating the observed statistic with the simulated ones. Then we
convert this vector to ranks. Then the distance in our rejection ABC ap-
proach uses the Euclidean distance on these rank transformed summary
and simulated statistics. This idea of using rank transformations is help-
ful for putting all the summary statistics on the same scale and makes the
procedure invariant to any marginal transformations of summary statistics.
The results are shown in Figure 4.2. We can see that the random for-
est approach agrees well with the rejection method, whereas the synthetic
likelihood inserts some misleading information. Hence the classifer MCMC
approach seems to generalize synthetic likelihood in a useful way. The es-
timated marginal posterior distributions obtained by synthetic likelihood
seem to show two modes in the posterior. The two modes are not an artefact
of the MCMC scheme but appear to be a genuine feature of the synthetic
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likelihood in this example.
3.5 Discussion
We have suggested a new class of ABC methods based on approximating
directly likelihood ratios in the Metropolis-Hastings algorithm using exi-
ble classiers. This allows us to take advantage of the capacity of modern
classiers for dealing with high-dimensional feature vectors to give compet-
itive ABC methods with high-dimensional summary statistics. The method
proposed extends Wood's synthetic likelihood which is the special case of
using quadratic discriminant analysis as the classier.
There are a number of interesting directions for future work. One possi-
bility is to adaptively choose m, the number of simulated samples to build
the classier, or to consider summary statistics that can be simulated se-
quentially to save computational eort when the proposed and current val-
ues in the sampling are such that the accept/reject decision is very clear.
This idea relates to recent suggestions for speeding up MCMC by Singh
et al. (2012) and Balan et al. (2013).
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Many well motivated statistical models in natural, engineering and en-
vironmental sciences are naturally specied through a generative process,
but in some cases it may not be possible to write down the likelihood
for these models analytically. Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC)
methods allow Bayesian inference in this situation, but are typically com-
putationally intensive. Recently empirical likelihood based ABC methods
which are computationally attractive have been suggested in the litera-
ture. The current empirical likelihood methods rely on the availability of a
suitable analytically tractable estimating equation, and this is sometimes
not available. We propose an easy to use empirical likelihood method for
ABC where the only inputs required are a choice of summary statistic, it's
observed value, and the ability to simulate summary statistics for any pa-
rameter value under the model. The approach is illustrated with simulated
and real examples.
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4.1 Introduction
Suppose that X is a random vector with density function f(x) where
 2  denotes an unknown parameter that we wish to learn about. Bayesian
inference for  is considered, and we denote by () the prior density. The
observed data are written as Xo = (Xo1; : : : ; Xon), and are assumed to be
drawn from f0(x), so that 0 denotes the true parameter value. We also
suppose that the likelihood f(Xo) cannot be written down analytically but
that for any  we can draw independent samples according to f(x).
Approximate Bayesian computation (ABC) methods are useful for Bayesian
inference in situations like those described above (Tavare et al., 1997; Beau-
mont et al., 2002; Marin et al., 2011; Fernhead and Prangle, 2012; Blum
et al., 2013). Simple ABC approaches involve simulation of data from the
prior, summarising the data by a summary statistic, and then accepting
as approximate posterior samples those prior samples of  which lead to
simulated summary statistics close to the observed value. If the summary
statistic is high-dimensional, the method suers a high rejection rate and is
very inecient. While more sophisticated algorithms alleviate the problem
somewhat (Marjoram et al., 2003; Sisson et al., 2007b; Beaumont et al.,
2009) it remains the case that even state of the art ABC methods are very
computationally demanding.
Partly in response to the above diculties, a fast empirical likelihood
based ABC approach was recently introduced into the literature (Mengersen
et al., 2013) where the intractable likelihood is replaced for the purposes
of Bayesian inference by an appropriate empirical likelihood. Several au-
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thors have considered replacement of the likelihood with surrogate like-
lihoods, including the empirical likelihood, for Bayesian inference in the
context where there is no assumed generative model (Monahan and Boos,
1992a; Lazar, 2003; Chaudhuri and Ghosh, 2011a). The monograph by
Owen (2001) gives an introduction to empirical likelihood. Even in the
ABC setting where a generative model exists there are several proposals
for replacing the intractable likelihood with some more easily approximated
quantity; for example, the synthetic likelihood of Wood (2010) uses a work-
ing normal model for summary statistics. The empirical likelihood ABC
approach of Mengersen et al. (2013) is not always easy to apply, because it
requires the availability of an appropriate analytically tractable estimating
function, which may not be available. Our purpose in this paper is to de-
scribe a new easy to use empirical likelihood ABC method where the only
required inputs are a choice of summary statistic, it's observed value, and
the ability to simulate summary statistics for any parameter value under
the model.
Our method is related to, and inspired by, some algorithms that have
been suggested for computation of marginal maximum likelihood or MAP
estimates and the Fisher information in complex latent variable models
(Doucet et al., 2002; Lele et al., 2007). Lele et al. (2007) have used the
name \data cloning" for this idea. In the case of nding a marginal maxi-
mum likelihood estimate, for example, we can consider an experiment where
several copies of the data are to be observed and then we suppose that all
the copies turned out to be equal to the observed data. As the number
of copies increases, then the likelihood based on the imaginary replicates
concentrates on the global modes of the likelihood for the original prob-
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lem. Furthermore, we may be able to compute other quantities such as the
Fisher information by the device of considering the imaginary replicates.
The key idea in all these approaches is that some features of the likelihood
of interest can be related to the likelihood for an articial problem where
some imaginary replications of the data which happen to be identical with
the observed data are supposed to have occurred. We consider in this paper
something roughly similar, in order to create the replication needed to get
estimating functions which involve sums of terms for dierent independent
data copies and where the terms can be re-weighted in the usual empirical
likelihood fashion. The likelihood for this articial problem has features
that are related to the original likelihood, but how to construct an em-
pirical likelihood analog in the articial problem with replication is clear
whereas this is usually not the case for the original problem of interest.
In the next section we describe the basic idea of the approach. Section
3 denes the empirical likelihood used and explores some of its properties.
Section 7 considers some simulated and real examples.
4.2 An easy to use Bayesian empirical likelihood method
In this section we explain the basic idea of the method, which involves
considering an articial experiment incorporating some data replicates,
similar to data cloning methods (Doucet et al., 2002; Lele et al., 2007).
The likelihood for the replicates can be related to the original observed
data likelihood. Suppose the data to be observed consists of pairs (Yi; Xi),
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i = 1; : : : ;m, which are independent draws from a distribution with density
f
2 (Y;X) = f (X) f (Y ) :
Suppose that Yi = Xo is observed for i = 1; : : : ;m, and Xi, i = 1; : : : ;m
are specic values that have been simulated independently from f(x). The
samples Xi, i = 1; : : : ;m vary for dierent values of , and we perhaps
should write Xi() but we suppress dependence on  in the notation for




















log ff (Xi)g : (4.2)
Asm!1 the right hand side of (4.2) converges to log f(Xo)+E(log f(X)) =
log f(Xo)+logC() say, and we notice that for largem this doesn't depend
on the precise values X1; : : : ; Xm generated; furthermore, this expression
is the observed data log likelihood log f(Xo) plus the term logC() which
in general is a slowly changing function of  compared to log f(Xo). For
example, for a location model C() is a constant not depending on . In










then if  0 = O(1=
p
n) then under reasonable assumptions as n increases
the rst term on the right hand side converges to something nite, whereas
the second term is 1=nE0(log f0(X)) + O(1=
p
n) so that the observed
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data log likelihood log f(Xo) will be dominant asymptotically. This sug-
gests we can use 1
m
log l(m)() as an approximation to the observed data
log likelihood log f(Xo). Our motivation for considering this is that an
empirical likelihood version of log l(m)() is easily constructed solely from
the values Xo and X1; : : : ; Xm, where each term in the estimating equation
dening the empirical likelihood constraints involves a pairwise compari-
son between Xo and Xi = Xi(), mimicking the pairwise structure of the
likelihood above.
4.3 Denition of the ABC empirical likelihood
Suppose F
2 is the distribution corresponding to f

2
 . When o = ,




Based on thesem data points we estimate F
2 with Yi = Xo by an empirical
likelihood obtained under judicious choices of constraints which depend
only on Xo and X1, : : :, Xm.
Suppose g1(; 1); : : : ; gr(; r) are functions only of the observations and
some additional constants 1, : : :, r. Further assume that for all  2 
and each k = 1; : : : ; r, the function gk has a nite fourth moment. By
construction, when o = , Xo, X1, : : :, Xm are identically distributed.
Then for any k = 1; : : : ; r and i = 1; : : : ;m,
E [gk (Xi(); k)  gk (Xo; k)] = E [gk (Xi; k)  gk (Xo; k)] = 0: (4.3)
We base our constraints on these functions which play the role of the
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summary statistics for the data.





=m in (4.2). We start by dening

















wi [gk (Xi; k)  gk (Xo; k)] = 0
)
\m 1; (4.4)
where m 1 is the m  1 dimensional simplex. The set W depends on the
parameter  through the distribution of Xi, i = 1; : : : ;m and determines
all constraints required to nd the estimate of our proposed likelihood in
(4.2).




estimated by the empirical distribution constrained by the set W. This
estimate puts weight w^i on points (Xo; Xi) for each i = 1; : : : ;m, where the
vector of weights w^ is constrained to be in W. The optimal weights w^ are
given by







If the problem in (4.5) is infeasible, w^ is dened to be zero.
Once w^ is determined, the proposed log-likelihood in (4.2) can be esti-
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Now, in conjunction with the prior (), we can dene a posterior ( j
Xo) of the form,



























i=1 w^ = 0, we dene () = 0.
Inference about the true value of the parameter can be drawn from the
posterior ( j Xo). Clearly, since each w^i is bounded, the estimated like-
lihood is bounded for all values of . Thus the posterior () is proper for
any proper prior . It is obvious that no analytic expression for this poste-
rior exists in general. However, using Markov chain Monte Carlo techniques
outlined below, a sample of any required size can be drawn from ( j Xo),
which is sucient for making an inference.
4.4 Some elementary properties of the ABC empiri-
cal likelihood
The support of the posterior consists of all values of  such that the
origin is in the interior of the convex hull (in this case a convex polytope)
dened by the vectors h1, h2, : : :, hm. When the origin is at the boundary
of this convex hull, the constrained optimisation in (4.5) is still feasible,
but some of the estimated weights would be zero, so by our denition the
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posterior would be zero as well. In both these cases, W in (4.4) is non-
empty. On the other hand, if the origin is outside this closed convex hull,
this optimisation problem is infeasible and again by denition the value of
the posterior is zero.
As we shown above, our proposed method is fully based on an inter-
pretable likelihood. However, if the data generating process is deterministic,
our procedure will result in the same posterior as the basic ABC procedure
introduced by Tavare et al. (1997).
In order to show this, suppose we dene
o = f : Xi() = Xog :
Clearly, o 2 o ie. o is non-empty. Since the data generating process in
deterministic, for any , X1 = : : : = Xm. This implies that the optimisation
problem in (4.5) is feasible if an only if  2 0. When the problem is feasible,
however, X1 = X2 = : : : = Xm = Xo and it is easily seen that W = m 1
and the corresponding estimated weights w^1 = : : : = w^m = m
 1. On
the other hand, by our denition, when  62 o, w^ = 0. Now by direct
computation it follows that,










if  2 0,
0 if  62 0,
which is equal to the posterior obtained using the basic ABC procedure.
This result however is purely of theoretical value. From applicational
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or computational point of view, for deterministic systems, the proposed
method would not be any better than the basic ABC algorithm.
Even though the proposed method is similar in spirit to the synthetic
likelihood, it is more general than the latter. The success of synthetic likeli-
hood depends on how closely the joint distribution of the summary statistics
is approximated by a multivariate normal distribution. Even though many
summary statistics are asymptotically normally distributed, many others
like the extreme values are not. Furthermore, for dependent data, the weak
convergence of many summaries to a normal random variable may be slow
and their nite sample distribution may be far away from a normal distri-
bution. In such cases the synthetic likelihood will fail (see Example below).
The proposed method does not depend on the asymptotic distribution of
the constraint functions and should be applicable to more general settings.
Mengersen et al. (2013) use Bayesian empirical likelihood in an ABC
setting. However, the estimating equations they use directly depend on the
parameter, and these equations must be analytically specied. Such esti-
mating equations may not be available in many problems. In our empirical
likelihood approximation we only require the observed data Xo and sim-
ulated data X1; : : : ; Xm under the model for a given . Furthermore, the
proposed empirical likelihood can be computed quite easily and usually at
a reasonable computational cost.
Finally, it should be noted that the proposed likelihood in (4.6) is dier-
ent from the original empirical likelihood dened in Owen (2001). It is well
known that the Wilk's statistics obtained from the traditional empirical
likelihood is asymptotically chi-squared distributed under mild conditions.
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The same would not be true for the Wilk's statistic corresponding to the
proposed likelihood.
4.5 Choice of estimating equations
It is clear that much depends on the correct specications of the con-
straints imposed on the weights which determines the likelihood. In most
applications of Bayesian empirical likelihood these constraints directly de-
pend on the parameter  through an analytically specied estimating equa-
tion. However, the structure of our proposed empirical likelihood allows us
to specify constraints without involving the parameter except through the
simulation of the points Xi = Xi().
Several choices for constraint functions are possible. Often, as we show
below, simple generic functionals of the data would suce.
As for example, for some k and some positive integer k, for each i 2
fo; 1; : : : ; g we may dene,






The function gk dened above is the kth raw sample moment. Provided
E[Xkij ] exists, such choices of gk would constrain the underlying distribu-
tion through its moments.
Similarly the k sample quantile of Xi may be used for any k 2 [0; 1],
which would directly put constraint on the distribution through its quan-
tiles.
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Another useful constraint function specially when the data comes from
a stochastic process is the proportion of times Xi is larger than k. That is






ClearlyE [gk (Xi; k)] is the probability ofXi \upcrossing" k. A stochas-
tic process is determined by all such upcrossing probabilities.
Other than these generic choices, one can base the constraints on the
functionals of transformed variables. As for example, in certain situations
constraints based on the spectral distribution of the data could be used.
While these are some generic functions of the data that may be use-
ful, choices of summary statistic that use insights about the model may
be better in particular cases and in particular in very complex data mod-
els where the Xi and Xo have non-identically distributed and dependent
components looking at simple marginal properties of the components of Xi
and Xo may not be adequate. In such cases one may consider imposing
constraints on the joint moments, joint quantiles and joint upcrossings of
a subset of fXi1; : : : ; Xi;ng as we illustrate below.
4.6 Computational issues
The estimated weights in (4.5) which dene the likelihood in almost
all cases can only be computed numerically. That means, in almost no
situations an analytic expression of the posterior would be available. So, one
needs to resort to Markov Chain Monte Carlo methods to sample from the
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posterior. The support of the posterior may also be non-convex (Chaudhuri
et al., 2016). The adaptive Metropolis (AM) algorithm was introduced by
Haario et al. (2001) can be used to eciently sample from the posterior.
This algorithm can be tuned to depend on the dimension of the parameter
 (Gelman et al., 1996). For the initial covariance matrix one can use a
diagonal matrix with entries equal to the prior variances or alternatively
follow the procedure proposed by Pham et al. (2014).
4.7 Illustrative examples and applications
4.7.1 Normal distribution
We start with the classic problem of inference in a normal location
model, N(; 1), where a standard normal (N(0; 1)) prior () is assumed
for the parameter . In this specic illustration the true value of  was as-
sumed to be zero. The observed data Xo is a vector of n = 100 independent
observations drawn from a standard normal distribution. Clearly, the true
posterior for  is N(
Pn
j=1Xoj=(n+ 1); (n+ 1)
 1). The proposed empirical
likelihood based method was implemented with m = 25. We considered
several choices of constraint functions g1, : : :, gr. More specically, for i =
o; 1; : : : ;m, we take (a) g1(Xi) =
Pn













ij=n, (e) g5(Xi) = median of Xi,
(f) g6(Xi) = rst quartile of Xi, (g) g7(Xi) = third quartile of Xi. Note
that, the rst four constraint functions are the rst raw moments, the last
three are the three quartiles. We consider various combinations of these
constraint functions to estimate the empirical likelihood in each step of
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the adaptive Markov Chain Monte Carlo algorithm to sample from the
proposed posterior.
We compare the coverage and the average length of the 95% credible
intervals of  obtained from 100 repetitions of the experiment described
above. In each repetition the 100; 000 samples were drawn from the poste-
rior using the adaptive Markov chain Monte Carlo approach, of which the
rst half was discarded as burn in. The results are displayed in Table 4.1.
The length of the credible intervals can be compared with the exact length
of the 95% credible interval for  as obtained from its true posterior, which
is 0:39.
Constraint Functions Coverage Average Length
Mean, (a). 0:93 0:3406
Median, (e). 0:93 0:4259
First two raw moments, (a), (b). 0:88 0:3047
First three raw moments, (a), (b), (c). 0:85 0:2710
Three quartiles, (e), (f), (g). 0:76 0:2807
Mean and Median, (a), (e). 0:76 0:2392
First four raw moments, (a), (b), (c), (d). 0:72 0:2183
Table 4.1: The coverage and the average length of 95% credible interval for
 for various choices of constraint functions
From Table 4.1 it follows that the proposed method performs quite well
when either the mean or the median is used as constraint function. They
both have about 93% coverage, which is quite close to the nominal value
of 95%. The average length of the credible interval when mean is used
as a constraint is smaller then the true value, where as the same for the
median turns out to be larger. Note that the sample mean is sucient for
 in our model. Many authors (Tavare et al., 1997; Allingham et al., 2009;
Mengersen et al., 2013) have recommended matching sucient statistics
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in various ABC procedures. Our result in some sense complies with such
notions. However, sucient statistics are determined by the model and may
not be available to the user. Its interesting to note that even though median
is not sucient its coverage is close to that of the mean. Furthermore, the
near nominal coverage of the posterior justies the use of the proposed
empirical likelihood in place of the original parametric likelihood (Monahan
and Boos, 1992b; Chaudhuri and Ghosh, 2011b).
When many summary statistics are used however, the performance de-
teriorates. Inclusion of raw moments of higher orders and more quantiles
makes the coverage worse. Two simultaneous constraints with the mean
and the median does not seem to cover much. This phenomenon seems
to be consistent with the experiences of Mengersen et al. (2013) who im-
plement a Bayesian empirical likelihood based on parametric constraints.
Finally, we note that, increasing the value of m beyond 25 seemed to cause
no appreciable dierence to the results.
4.7.2 g-and-k distribution
The second example we consider concerns inference for the g-and-k dis-
tribution (Haynes et al., 1997). The distribution in this case is determined
through an explicit form for its quantile function:
Q(p;A;B; g; k) = A+B

1 + 0:8 1  exp f gz(p)g
1 + exp f gz(p)g
 
1  z(p)2	k z(p)
where z(p) is the pth standard normal quantile. Components of the pa-
rameter vector  = (A;B; g; k) are respectively related to location, scale,
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Figure 4.1: Estimated marginal posterior of parameters in the g-and-k
model.
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skewness and kurtosis of the distribution. Readers are referred to Haynes
et al. (1997) for more details about the properties of this distribution. In
ABC context, this distrubution was also considered by Allingham et al.
(2009) and Fearnhead and Prangle (2012).
For this simulation study, a dataset of size n = 1000 was simulated from
the distribution with (A;B; g; k) = (3; 1; 2; 0:5). An uniform prior U(0; 10)4
on  was assumed. We try compute the posterior by generating m = 40
datasets each of length n for each value of . The mean and the three
quartiles were used as estimating functions.
The samples from the posterior were drawn using the AM algorithm
described above. The initial point and the initial covariance for the proposal
distribution were chosen following the method suggested in Pham et al.
(2014).
The results are presented Figure 4.1. The posterior obtained from the
proposed empirical likelihood is shown in the solid lines. This posterior
is based on 25; 000 samples drawn after a burn-in of same length. This
posterior is compared with the posterior obtained from synthetic likelihood
(shown in dashed line) obtained using the same summary statistics. We
further compare our method with gold standard simple rejection method
(Beaumont et al., 2002). However, in order to increase computational speed,
we restricted the prior for (A;B; g; k) from U(0; 10)4 to U(2; 4)U(0; 2)
U(0; 4)U(0; 1). The posterior shown in dotted lines in Figure 4.1 is based
on 5; 000; 000 samples with a tolerance of 0:0001.
It is clear that the summary statistics used in this case would asymptot-
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A B g k Root average MSE
Empirical likelihood 0:0314 0:0836 0:1840 0:0710 0:1082
Synthetic likelihood 0:0346 0:0981 0:2472 0:0850 0:1407
Table 4.2: The RMSE of A;B; g; k.
ically be distributed as a normal random vector. So the synthetic likelihood
is expected to work well. However, our proposed method gives compara-
ble result to the method of using synthetic likelihood. Both results seem
to be concentrated close to the true value of  and match well with the
gold-standard.
We further consider the posterior mean as a estimator of the parame-
ter. To this end we repeat the simulation study described above 100 times.
For each posterior we compute the mean. The performance of the poste-
rior means for the proposed empirical likelihood based method with the
synthetic likelihood based method. The resulting root mean square errors
(RMSE) are presented in Table 4.2. From the table it follows that the pos-
terior means of the proposed method is slightly more accurate than the
posterior mean of the synthetic likelihood. The 95% condence intervals
(not shown here) obtained from the proposed likelihood undercovers, how-
ever, those obtained from synthetic likelihood grossly overcovers.
4.7.3 Dynamic model ARCH(1)
Next, we consider an autoregressive conditional heteroskedasticity or
ARCH(1) model, where for each i = o; 1; 2; : : : ;m, the componentsXi1; Xi2; : : : ; Xin
are dependent. This model was also considered in Mengersen et al. (2013).
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Figure 4.2: Estimated marginal posterior distributions of parameters 0
and 1 in the ARCH(1) model.
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For each i, the time series Xij1jn is generated by
Xij = ijij; ij
2 = 0 + 1Xi(j 1)2: (4.9)
where the ij are iid N(0; 1) random variables.
The data from the above time series is easily generated. For each i one
can rst simulate ij, for j = 1; :::; n. The initial variance i1 can then be
set to i1
p
0=(1  1). The rest of the observations can then be genrated
follwoing (4.9). From Hamilton (1994, Section 21), the assigment of i1 is
consistent with the model.
Our summary statistics here go beyond the simple marginal properties
of the components of the data. We used the lag 2 auto-covariance of the
squared data, the median of the data, the proportion of data points smaller
than  1:35 and the proportion of data points larger than 1:75. Further-
more, we assume the parameter vector (0; 1) is given a uniform prior over
(0; 5) (0; 1).
The summary based on the auto-covariance is needed since the data is
dependent. The specic two values of the levels of upcrossings, ie.  1:35
and 1:75 were chosen close to the rst and the third quartiles of the datasets
generated from randomly chosen values of (0; 1) in the prior range. Our
observed data were of size n = 1000, with (0; 1) = (3; 0:75) and we used
m = 20 replicates for each MCMC iteration in the analysis.
A sample of size M = 50000 was drawn from the posterior using the
AM algorithm described above. The rst half was discarded as burn in.
We compare our proposed method with the posterior obtained using the
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Empirical
Likelihood

















































































Figure 4.3: The qqplots of the marginal posteriors for parameters 0 and
1 corresponding to Figure 4.2 for the dynamic ARCH(1) model, as ob-
tained respectively using the proposed empirical likelihood based method,
synthetic likelihood based method and the gold standard rejection ABC.
synthetic likelihood and the rejection ABC with total of 1; 000; 000 samples
with a tolerance of 0:0025. It is not certain if the chosen summary statistics
are asymptotically normally distributed under the ARCH(1) model. The
synthetic likelihood may not perform well in this situation.
The density plots and the histograms in Figure 4.2 describes the esti-
mated marginal posteriors of (0; 1) for one typical data from the model.
The gure shows that, the proposed method works well and is quite close
to the gold standard rejection ABC. The posterior of 0 obtained from the
synthetic likelihood has a long and thick right tail. Its mode is smaller than
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Figure 4.4: The sampling distribution of estimated marginal posterior mean
and median of parameters 0 and 1 using the method of empirical likeli-
hood and synthetic likelihood.
one, which is far away from the true value. The median and the mode of
the posterior of 1 is close to the true value of 0:75. The q-q plots of the
marginals posteriors in Figure 4.3 indicates that the posteriors obtained
from the proposed EL based method and from the rejection ABC are ap-
proximately normal, however those obtained from the synthetic likelihood
are clearly not.
We further consider posterior mean and median as a point estimators
of the parameter. For this we have repeated our simulation procedure with
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Table 4.3: The RMSE of posterior mean of 0 and 1 and the Root of
average of MSEs
0 1 Root average MSE
Empirical likelihood 0:547 0:143 0:400
Synthetic likelihood 1:144 0:045 0:810
the proposed EL based method and the synthetic likelihood based method
100 times. For each repetition the marginal posterior means and medians
were computed. The histograms of the marginal posterior means and the
medians are presented in Figure 4.4. From the histograms it follows that
for 0 both posterior mean and median are biased for synthetic likelihood,
however they seem to concentrate around the true value for the proposed
EL based method. For 1 however, synthetic likelihood seems to produce
more accurate estimator than the proposed EL based method.
The root mean squared error for posterior mean, presented in Table
4.3 complies with our conclusion. However, overall root of the mean of the
mean squared error of the posterior mean of 0 and 1 for the proposed EL
based method is about half of that obtained from the synthetic likelihood.
4.7.4 Stereological data
In this section, we consider modelling the distribution of the diameter
of the largest inclusion in a piece of steel from the data on measurements of
planar cross-sections. The data used here was rst analysed by Anderson
and Coles (2002) who used a spherical inclusion model. The likelihood
is tractable for the spherical model. The elliptic inclusion model that we
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consider here was introduced by Bortot et al. (2007). Their proposed model
is more general than the spherical inclusion model. However, unlike the
former the likelihood of the elliptic model is not tractable.
Anderson and Coles (2002) assume that the centre of the inclusions fol-
low a homogeneous Poisson process with rate . Their three diameters are
mutually independent of each other, and they are also independent of the
location of the centre of the inclusions. Let V be the largest inclusion diam-
eter. Given V , each of the other two principal diameters are determined by
multiplying V with an independent uniform U [0; 1] random variable. The
maximum diameter V , conditional on exceeding a threshold value v0 (5m
in Bortot et al. (2007)) has a generalised Pareto distribution given by:









Since the centre of each inclusions follow a homogeneous Poisson distri-
bution with a rate , so do the inclusions corresponding to the largest di-
ameter. Thus, the full set of parameters of this model are given by (; ; ).
Apriori we assume that , and  to be independent uniform random vari-
ables with ranges (1; 200), (0; 10) and ( 5; 5) respectively.
The observed consists of n = 112 observations, measuring the largest
principal diameters of the elliptic inclusions in the block of steel. The num-
ber of inclusions in each dataset generated from the model are random. Let
Li be the number of inclusions in the i
th dataset. The summary statistics
used are a: (Li   112)=100, b: mean of the observed planar measurement,
c: median of the of the observed planar measurement, d: the proportion
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Figure 4.5: Estimated marginal posterior distribution of ,  and  us-
ing empirical likelihood ABC (solid),rejection ABC (dotted) and synthetic
likelihood (dashed).
planar measurement less than or equal to six.
Notice that, there are 112 observations in the observed data, where
the median of the planar measurements is close to six. Even though, the
number of observations are itself random, the estimating equations we use
above are unbiased under the truth.
Using the summary statistics described above, we compare the proposed
empirical likelihood based method with the synthetic likelihood and the
rejection ABC on this dataset. The rejection ABC was applied with linear
regression adjustment proposed by (Beaumont et al., 2002). The algorithm
described in Pham et al. (2014), generates 10; 000; 000 samples from the
elliptic inclusion model and uses a tolerance of 0:00005. Both proposed
and the synthetic likelihood are based on m = 25 samples. In total 38; 000
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Figure 4.6: The qqplots of the marginal posteriors for parameters ,  and
 corresponding to Figure 4.5 as obtained respectively using the proposed
empirical likelihood based method, synthetic likelihood based method and
the gold standard rejection ABC.
samples were drawn from the respective posteriors using the AM algorithm
described above. First half of the samples drawn was discarded as burn
in. The AM scheme was initiated from the point (88; 1:7; 0:01) obtained
using a method described in Pham et al. (2014).
The resulting marginal posteriors of ; ;  are shown in Figure 4.5. The
posterior obtained from the proposed empirical likelihood based method
(solid lines) seems to be quite symmetric and have modal values close to
those obtained from the rejection ABC (dotted lines) and synthetic likeli-
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4.7. Illustrative examples and applications
hood (dashed lines). It seems however, that the latter two produces skewed
posteriors with tails atter than the proposed method. The q-q plots in
Figure 4.6 show that the marginal posteriors obtained from the proposed
method are close to normal, but those obtained using the synthetic likeli-
hood and rejection ABC are signicantly skewed. The values of the pos-
terior mean, median, standard deviation and the interquartile ranges are
presented in Table 4.4. It seems that the point estimates don't dier sig-
nicantly from the gold standard Rejection ABC.
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Conclusion and future work
The thesis discussed some problems in approximate Bayesian compu-
tation and tried to provide innovative solutions using on nonparametric
statistical models. In this chapter, we briey state our conclusions and
discuss possible extensions.
Regression adjustment ABC. As presented in Chapter 2, we fol-
lowed the rst ABC approach. We have proposed a method of implementing
a general approach to regression adjustment which was considered in Blum
and Tran (2010). The proposed method uses a matrix variate Dirichlet pro-
cess based nonparametric model for which fast variational Bayes computa-
tional methods for tting the model are available. We have shown that this
method can perform better than existing regression adjustment approaches
by applying to some real dataset. However, like all regression adjustment
approaches methods that have been proposed up to now, our method also
has the same limitation, that is particles are transform marginally. This
leads to the situation where the marginal distribution of each parameter
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is appropriately adjusted in principle, but at the same time, the changes
in the dependence structure of the posterior when the summary statistics
changes are not accounted for in a exible way. Even though the tted
multivariate matrix variate Dirichlet process regression model gives a t-
ted density directly at each observed summary statistics value, it is found
that using such a model to transform particle ABC estimation works better
than using the tted density directly since it can account for problems in
the regression model specication.
Approximating ABC-MCMC using exible classiers. In the
Chapter 3, we have proposed idea of using exible classier to approximate
directly the likelihood ratio in Metropolis-Hastings algorithm, which con-
tributed a new class of ABC methods. This method could help us taking the
advantage of the capacity of new classier in dealing with high-dimensional
feature vector to give better ABC methods with high-dimensional summary
statistics. Besides, our method also extends the synthetic likelihood (Wood,
2010), which is a special case which uses quadratic discriminant analysis as
the classier. We illustrated by some simulated and real examples, show-
ing that the proposed method can outperform the similar based existing
methods. However, we still faced the computational issues, since the tted
classier may get better approximation when the number of simulated data
in one MCMC scheme m increases, but that leads to time consuming to
produce the results.
From the idea in this chapter, there are some interesting directions for
future work. One suggestion is to adaptively choose the number of simulated
samples m to build the classier. Another idea is to consider summary
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statistics that can be simulated sequentially to save computational eort
when the proposed and current values in the sampling are such that the
accept/reject decision is very clear. This idea relates to recent suggestions
for speeding up MCMC by Singh et al. (2012) and Balan et al. (2013).
Empirical likelihood ABC. In this chapter, we have introduced a
fully parameter independent empirical likelihood based ABC method. The
proposed method does not require any specication of the relationship be-
tween the parameter and the random variables. The specic empirical likeli-
hood used is also non-traditional and has some connection to data-cloning.
Our method only relies on the functions of the observed data and gener-
ated data, which are unbiased estimators of zero. No asymptotic normality
is required. In that sense it is more exible than the synthetic likelihood
based method.
This approach is an uncharted territory and we have only presented
some preliminary results here. The theoretical properties of this likelihood
is not very well-known. The likelihood is not the usual likelihood, so asymp-
totically the resulting Wilk's statistics may not have a chi-squared limit.
However, the limiting distribution is not easily determined. This is because
of the high level of dependence among the observed values of the estimating
equations that determines the likelihood. However, this approach is natural
and intuitively extremely appealing. It would be very interesting to see if
it is possible to prove posterior consistency or asymptotic normality of the
posterior (already evident in the examples) for this method.
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